Interpreting single turnover catalysis measurements with constrained mean dwell times.
Observation of a chemical transformation at the single-molecule level yields a detailed view of kinetic pathways contributing to the averaged results obtained in a bulk measurement. Studies of a fluorogenic reaction catalyzed by gold nanoparticles have revealed heterogeneous reaction dynamics for these catalysts. Measurements on single nanoparticles yield binary trajectories with stochastic transitions between a dark state in which no product molecules are adsorbed and a fluorescent state in which one product molecule is present. The mean dwell time in either state gives information corresponding to a bulk measurement. Quantifying fluctuations from mean kinetics requires identifying properties of the fluorescence trajectory that are selective in emphasizing certain dynamic processes according to their time scales. We propose the use of constrained mean dwell times, defined as the mean dwell time in a state with the constraint that the immediately preceding dwell time in the other state is, for example, less than a variable time. Calculations of constrained mean dwell times for a kinetic model with dynamic disorder demonstrate that these quantities reveal correlations among dynamic fluctuations at different active sites on a multisite catalyst. Constrained mean dwell times are determined from measurements of single nanoparticle catalysis. The results indicate that dynamical fluctuations at different active sites are correlated, and that especially rapid reaction events produce particularly slowly desorbing product molecules.